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THE ORIENTED GRAPH COMPLEXES
THOMAS WILLWACHER
Abstract. Oriented graph complexes, in which graphs are not allowed to have oriented cycles, govern for example the
quantization of Lie bialgebras and infinite dimensional deformation quantization. It is shown that the oriented graph
complex GCorn is quasi-isomorphic to the ordinary commutative graph complex GCn−1, up to some known classes. This
yields in particular a combinatorial description of the action of grt1  H(GC2) on Lie bialgebras, and shows that a
cycle-free formality morphism in the sense of Shoikhet can be constructed rationally without reference to configuration
space integrals.
1. Introduction
Graph complexes are differential graded vector spaces whose elements are linear combinations or series of
isomorphism classes of graphs. Various flavors of graph complexes exist, depending on the type of graphs that are
allowed in the series. The most commonly encountered complexes are the ribbon graph complexes, which compute
the cohomology of moduli spaces of curves, the “Lie” graph complex which computes the cohomologies of the
automorphism groups of free groups [2], and the “commutative” graph complexes which govern the deformations
of the En operads [17]. One may also define various other versions of graph complexes. For example, one can
define a graph complex starting from any cyclic operad and/or by allowing for external legs, possibly with some
decoration; see [8] for an application to low dimensional topology and also [1].
The common feature of all these graph complexes is that their cohomology is very hard to compute, and usually
only very few facts are known beyond the computer accessible regime.
In this paper we will study a version of graph complexes first introduced (to the knowledge of the author) by S.
Merkulov, the oriented graph complexes GCorn , whose elements are linear combinations of isomorphism classes of
directed graphs, which do not contain oriented loops. In other words, the directions of the edges naturally endow
the set of vertices with the structure of a partially ordered set. For a more precise definition of these complexes
see section 3. The complexes GCorn carry a natural dg Lie algebra structure.
These oriented graph complexes appear for example in the quantization of Lie bialgebras (for n = 3), where
they act on Lie bialgebra structures, and in infinite dimensional deformation quantization (for n = 2), see also
[16].
Slightly different versions of oriented graph complexes with external legs have been considered in [12]. These
complexes are highly related, for an indication of the link see section 3.3.
The main result of this paper is a computation of the cohomology of the oriented graph complexes.
Theorem 1. The cohomology of the oriented graph complex GCorn is isomorphic to the cohomology of the ordinary
commutative graph complex fcGCn−1 as dg Lie algebra. In particular
H(GCorn )  H(fcGCn−1) = H(GCn−1) ⊕
⊕
j≥1
j≡2n+1 mod 4
K[n − j].
Furthermore, the identification preserves the additional grading by the first Betti numbers of graphs on both sides.
For a definition of the complexes involved, see section 3. During the proof of the Theorem we will also give a
method for mapping graph cocycles in the commutative graph complex to cocycles in GCorn or vice versa.
There are two main applications of this result that we are aware of. First, for n = 3 degree 0 graph cocycles
in GCorn act naturally on Lie bialgebra structures. Since H0(GCor3 ) = H0(fcGC2) = grt1 is the Grothendieck-
Teichmu¨ller Lie algebra (see [17]), we recover the action of grt1 on Lie bialgebra structures. This action had
been constructed before, but through a relatively complicated and inexplicit argument. Theorem 1 above yields a
relatively explicit description, in particular since explicit integral formulas for the graph cocycles corresponding
to Deligne-Drinfeld elements (and conjectural generators) σ3, σ5, · · · ∈ grt1 are known, see [15].
The second application of Theorem 1 is in infinite dimensional deformation quantization. In finite dimensions
the deformation quantization problem has been solved by M. Kontsevich by proving his Formality Conjecture,
asserting the existence of an L∞ quasi-ismorphism
Tpoly → Dpoly
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between the Lie algebra of multivector fields Tpoly on some manifold M and the differential graded Lie algebra of
multidifferential Hochschild cochains Dpoly, for details see [7]. When introducing the conjecture [5] Kontsevich
noted that the obstruction theory of such a formality morphism1 is governed by the Lie algebra GC2 ⊂ fcGC2. In
particular, obstructions to the existence of a formality morphism fall in H1(GC2). It is a famous conjecture, called
the Drinfeld-Kontsevich conjecture in this paper, that H1(GC2) = 0. Unfortunately, this conjecture has resisted
significant efforts by many people over the last 20 years. M. Kontsevich finally proved his formality conjecture
through a different route by an explicit construction using configuration space integrals. V. Drinfeld, who faced
the equivalent problem of constructing a Drinfeld associator also had to resort to transcendental methods and
constructed the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov associator.
M. Kontsevich’s formality morphism cannot be used in the infinite dimensional setting. The problem is that
graphs he used in the definition may contain directed cycles, which lead to divergences. The infinite dimensional
deformation quantization problem was treated by B. Shoikhet [16]. He showed that there is an obstruction to
constructing a formality morphism given by universal formulas in infinite dimensions. This obstruction is implicit
also in the earlier work of Penkava and Vanhaecke [14]. However, Shoikhet showed that the L∞ structure on Tpoly
may be modified so as to obtain an L∞ algebra T ′poly, such that there exists a formality morphism
T ′poly → Dpoly.
Shoikhet uses configuration space integrals similar to Kontsevich’s to construct both the modified L∞ structure on
Tpoly and the formality morphism.
Theorem 1 above allows one to fully understand the obstruction theory underlying Shoikhet’s construction.
First, obstructions to the existence of a formality morphism Tpoly → Dpoly by universal formulas without loops fall
into H1(GCor2 )  H1(GC1)  Kθ. On the right hand side the single class corresponds to the θ-graph
θ = ,
hence the notation. The corresponding graph cocycle in GCor2 is the obstruction encountered by Penkava-Vanhaecke
and Shoikhet, and is depicted in Example 1 below. The set of L∞ structures on Tpoly given by universal formulas
without loops is also governed by GCor2 , and the fact that H1(GCor2 )  K shows that they form a one-dimensional
space. The one dimension is exhausted by more or less trivial rescalings, so up to those the Shoikhet L∞ structure
is unique.
Once an appropriate L∞ structure is fixed, determined by a Maurer-Cartan element m ∈ GCor2 , the existence of
a formality morphism is unobstructed. Let us summarize these results.
Corollary 1. Shoikhet’s L∞ structure on Tpoly is essentially the unique (up to rescalings and gauge) L∞ structure
given by loop-less universal formulas. The existence of a formality morphism by loopless universal formulas is
unobstructed and such a morphism is unique up to homotopy. All constructions of these objects can be done
rationally, without appeal to transcendental methods.
Note that this is in sharp contrast to the standard setting, where the obstruction theory, i. e., both obstructions
to and choices of formality morphisms, are subject to hard conjectures,2 and all known constructions of formality
morphisms involve transcendental methods.
Structure of the paper. In section 3 we recall the definitions of the relevant objects, the graph complexes GCorn
and GCn, and related operads that will appear in the proof of Theorem 1 in section 4. The application to infinite
dimensional deformation quantization will be discussed in more detail in section 5.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to S. Merkulov for many discussions. It was also him who suggested the
problem. The author was partially supported by the Swiss National Science foundation, grant PDAMP2 137151.
2. Notation and basic definitions
We fix a ground field K of characteristic zero. We abbreviate the phrase “differential graded” by dg as usual.
We will use freely the language of operads. A good introduction can be found in the book [10]. In particular,
we will use the operads en, n ∈ Z. An algebra over the operad en is a graded vector space together with an
associative commutative product ∧ and a Lie bracket operation [, ] of degree 1 − n such that for all homogeneous
x, y, z in the vector space
[x, y ∧ z] = [x, y] ∧ z + (−1)(|x|+1−n)|y|y ∧ [x, z].
1To be precise, in the local case M = Rd and for formality morphism given by universal formulas.
2The Drinfeld-Kontsevich conjecture H1(GC2) ?= 0 for the obstructions and the Deligne-Drinfeld-Ihara conjecture grt1 ?=
̂FreeLie(σ3, σ5, . . . ) for the choices.
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One can check in particular that dim en(N) = N!. In the literature these operads are sometines denoted by Pn
since e1 is the Poisson operad. They are Koszul, with Koszul dual e∨n = e∗n{n}. We call the minimal resolution
hoen := Ω(e∨n ), where Ω(. . . ) denotes the operadic cobar construction. There is a canonical map hoen → en. We
will denote by hoLien := Ω((Lie{n − 1})∨) the minimal resolution of the degree shifted Lie operad. There is an
inclusion hoLien → hoen.
We also need the operads e˜n, which are quotients of hoen. An e˜n algebra is a hoen algebra whose only non-
vanishing hoen operations are (i) the commutative product operation and (ii) the hoLien operations. In other
words, a e˜n algebra is a commutative algebra with a degree shifted L∞ structure, such that the L∞ operations are
derivations in each slot.
Remark 1. One way the operad e˜2 arises in practice is the following. Let g be a Lie bialgebra. Then the co-
Chevalley complex S g[−1] is naturally an e2 algebra. Here the Lie algebra structure determines the bracket and
the Lie coalgebra structure determines the differential.
Similar, if g is an ∞-Lie bialgebra, then S g[−1] is naturally a hoe2 algebra. In fact, in this case the action of
hoe2 factorizes as follows:
hoe2 → e˜2 → End(S g[−1]).
Below we will need the following result.
Proposition 2. The map e˜n → en is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. As a S-module e˜n  Com ◦ hoLien, hence the cohomology is Com ◦ Lie{n − 1}  en. 
Remark 2. For a quasi-Lie bialgebra or ∞-quasi-Lie bialgebra, the Chevalley complex is in general not a e˜2
algebra, only a “non-flat” e˜2 algebra, meaning that the Chevalley differential does not square to zero. Such a
non-flat e˜2 algebra may be seen as an algebra (with zero differential) over an operad e˜non f lat2 defined in a similar
way as e˜2, except that one allows in addition zero- and unary operations µ0, µ1. The operations µ0, µ1, µ2, . . . then
generate a suboperad isomorphic (up to a degree shift) to the operad governing non-flat L∞ algebras. There is a
map e˜non f lat2 → e˜2 sending µ0 and µ1 to zero. However, note that e˜
non f lat
2 is acyclic.
ForP an operad, we may consider the dg Lie algebra of derivations Der(P) of this operad. Similarly, forP → Q
an operad map, we may consider the deformation complex Def(P → Q). In fact, in the cases we encounter, we
may always assume that P has the form P = Ω(C) for a coaugmented cooperad C. For the precise definition of
Der(dots) and Def(dots) we refer the reader to [17, section 2], whose conventions we follow.
We will also make use of the following small result, contained in loc. cit.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 2.2 of [17]). Let C be a coaugmented cooperad, let P and P′ be operads, and let
Ω(C) → P → P′
be operad maps, with the right hand arrow being a quasi-isomorphism. Then the induced map of differential
graded Lie algebras
Def(Ω(C) → P) → Def(Ω(C) → P′)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
3. Graph complexes and graph operads
3.1. The ordinary commutative graph complex. We briefly recall the construction of the commutative graph
complexes, for more details the reader is referred to [17]. Let graN,k be the set of directed graphs with vertex set
[n] = {1, . . . , n} and edge set [k]. It carries an action of the group GN,k := S N × (S k2 ⋉ S k) by renumbering the
vertices, renumbering the edges and flipping the directions of edges. As a graded vector space one may define the
full graph complex to be
(1) fGCn =
∏
N≥1
∏
k≥0
(
K〈graN,k〉 ⊗ K[−n]⊗N ⊗ K[n − 1]⊗k ⊗ sgn⊗k
)
GN,k
[n].
Here Gn acts diagonally on the vector space spanned by graphs K〈graN,k〉 and on the one dimensional tensor
products on the right by permutations, i. e., by appropriate signs. There is a pre-Lie algebra structure • on fGCn
such that for graphs γ, ν the pre-Lie product γ • ν is the sum over all possible insertions of ν at vertices of γ. One
checks that the element
m =
is a Maurer-Cartan element, i. e., [m,m] = 0. The differential on the graph complex fGCn is the bracket with m,
δ = [m, ·]. Combinatorially, this differential is given by vertex splitting.
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There are two important subcomplexes GCn ⊂ fcGCn ⊂ fGCn. Here fcGCn consists of series of connected
graphs, and GCn consists of series in connected graphs all of whose vertices are at least trivalent. The cohomology
of fGCn is clearly just the symmetric product of that of fcGCn. Furthermore, the latter cohomology is the sum of
of GCn and the wheel classes, which are represented by graphs which are loops of bivalent vertices.
Remark 3. The author apologizes for the clumsy notation like fcGCn. The GC shall stand for graph complex,
the f for full, i. e., allowing all valences of vertices, and c for connected, i. e., graphs are only allowed to have one
connected component. Later we will also see a d, which shall indicate that the edges are directed.
Remark 4. In this paper we take the approach that all graphs are allowed to contain short cycles a priori, i. e.,
edges connecting some vertex to itself. This is not consistent with the notation used elsewhere. However, we don’t
want to spoil the already complicated notation further by putting 	 superscripts everywhere.
3.2. The oriented graph complex. There is also a directed graph complex dfGCn, built like fGCn except that
one retains the direction of edges, i. e., one does not mod out by S k2 in formula (1) above. One can however check
(see Appendix K in [17]) that both complexes dfGCn and fGCn are quasi-isomorphic, so nothing new is created.
However, the directed graph complex has an interesting subcomplex
fGCorn ⊂ dfGCn
whose elements are series in graphs that do not possess directed cycles. Similarly to the above discussion, we may
also identify subcomplexes
GCorn ⊂ fcGCorn ⊂ fGCorn
where fcGCorn consists of series of connected graphs without oriented cycles, and GCorn furthermore contains only
graphs all of whose vertices have valence at least 2.
Example 1. The non-trivial class in GCorn (n even) with the fewest vertices is represented by the following cocyle,
found by B. Shoikhet [16], and implicitly by Penkava and Vanhaecke [14].
± ± 2
Remark 5. Degree 0 cocycles in the oriented graph complex GCor3 act naturally on the space of Lie bialgebra
structures on any (possibly infinite dimensional) vector space. More generally, there is a map from GCor3 to the
(bi-)Chevalley complex of any Lie bialgebra.
3.3. Another (equivalent) version of the oriented graph complex. We will in fact encounter one more version
of the oriented graph complex in the proof of Theorem 1 below. Define ĜC
or
n in the same manner as fcGCorn ,
except that the class of graphs one considers is larger. One allows the graphs to have any number of outgoing
“external legs”, and one sets graphs to zero if they contain vertices without outgoing edges. The external legs do
not alter the degree of the graph, in other words they are considered to carry degree 0.
Example 2. Here are graphs cochains in (left to right) ĜCor3 and GCor3 :
The right hand graph is zero as an element of ĜC
or
3 because it has a vertex without outgoing edges.
The differential on ĜC
or
n is pictorially defined as follows.
(2) δΓ =
∑
ν
Γ •ν ±
∑
j≥1
1
j! Γ
±
∑
j≥1
1
j!
Γ
Here the first sum runs over vertices of Γ, and the symbol •ν shall mean that the graph on the right is inserted at
vertex ν. In the second term the black vertex has valence j, and one sums in addition over all ways to connect the
edge towards Γ to vertices of Γ. In the last term one sums over all external legs of Γ and connects one to the new
vertex.
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There is a map of complexes
GCorn → ĜC
or
n
pictorially defined as follows
(3) Γ 7→
∞∑
j=1
1
j! Γ
︸        ︷︷        ︸
j×
where the picture on the right means that one should sum over all ways of connecting j outgoing edges to the
graph Γ. Graphs for which there remain vertices with no outgoing edge are identified with 0.
Proposition 3. The map GCorn → ĜC
or
n is a quasi-isomorphism up to the class in H(ĜC
or
n ) represented by the
graph cocycle
(4)
∑
j≥2
j − 1
j! ︸ ︷︷ ︸
j×
.
Proof. (Sketch) For a graph Γ we define an antenna as an external leg or univalent vertex, together with a maximal
adjacent string of bivalent vertices, see Figure 1 for an illustration. We call the non-antenna part of the graph the
core. Note that the core can be empty, and that happens iff the graph is a string of ≤ 2-valent vertices. We define
a descending complete filtration on ĜC
or
n by the number of non-antenna vertices in graphs. The differential on the
associated graded, say δ′, sees only the terms that leave the number of core vertices the same. In (2) above, the
first term, the second term for j = 1, 2 and the third term for j = 1 can contribute. Let us compute the cohomology.
The differential δ′ leaves the core intact, so the complex splits as a product of subcomplexes, one for each core.
We treat two cases:
(A) The core is empty. In this case the graph is a string of ≤ 2-valent vertices. It must have one of the following
forms:
Ci, j = · · · · · · = ±C j,i
Di = · · ·
Here the subscripts i and j refer to the lengths of the directed substrings, counted in edges. One checks that the
differential has the following form:
δ′Ci, j = ±ǫiCi+1, j ± Ci, j+1
δ′Di = ±ǫi+1Di+1 ±C1,i+1
where ǫi is 0 for i odd and 1 for i even. One easily checks that the cohomology of the resulting complex is
one-dimensional, the cohomology class being represented by
C1,1 =
This class is the image of the cocycle (4). Note also that the cocycle (4) cannot be exact since it consists of
graphs with one vertex only.
(B) The core is not empty. In this case the subcomplex corresponding to the core has the form (⊗ jC j)G, where
j runs over the vertices in the core, G is the symmetry group of the core and C j is a complex that models the
antennas that can be attached at vertex j. In fact the complexes C j can be of one of five different forms, depending
on whether j is zero- one- or ≥ 2-valent in the core and on whether or not it has an outgoing edge in the core. One
may compute the cohomology of each of these complexes. Let us introduce an auxiliary complex (A, d) which
models a single antenna. It has elements Fi, j, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 and Gi, i ≥ 1. They stand for the following antennas:
Fi, j = · · · · · · core
Gi = · · · core
where i, j are the length of the directed strings, in edges. The differential is
dFi, j = ±ǫiFi+1, j ± Fi, j+1
dGi = ±ǫi+1Gi+1 ± F1,i+1
5
Figure 1. The antennas of the graph are drawn in gray. The non-antenna-part is the core of the graph.
One checks easily that the complex A is acyclic, i. e., H(A, d) = 0. Now consider one of the five cases above, an
at least bivalent core vertex with outgoing edge in the core. Then C j  (S (A), δ′ = d + d′) where S (. . . ) denotes
the completed symmetric product, d is the differential induced by d on A and d′ is multiplication by F1,1. Using
that H(A, d) = 0 one can see that there is a single cohomology class represented by 1 + · · · ∈ S (A). Here the “1”
corresponds to the no-antenna configuration.
Next consider an at least bivalent core vertex j, with no outgoing edge in the core. Then the complex C j is a
quotient of (S +(A), δ′ = d+d′), obtained by modding out all monomials that do not contain at least one Fi,0, i ≥ 1,
where S +(A) denotes the completed symmetric product, without constant term. Since S +(A) is acyclic (as one may
see using acyclicity of A), we can alternatively compute the cohomology of the subspace S +(A′), where A′ ⊂ A
is obtained by removing the Fi,0. To compute H(A′) we might as well compute H(A/A′), which is easily checked
to be one-dimensional, the cohomology class represented by F1,0. Hence one finds H(A′) is one-dimensional, a
representative of the cohomology class is F1,1, living in degree 1. Hence H(S +(A′), d)  S +(F1,1K)  F1,1K is one
dimensional. By a standard spectral sequence argument, so is H(C j).
Next, consider the case of vertex j one-valent in the core, with the incident edge outgoing. The complex we
need to consider is (S ≥2(A), δ′ = d + d′), where S ≥2(A) is the completed symmetric product without constant and
linear term. Since A is acyclic H(C j) = 0.
The case of one-valent vertex j with incoming edge in the core is handled similarly to the above discussion,
and one finds that H(C j) = 0 as well, since H(S ≥2(A′), d)  S ≥2(F1,1K) = 0.
Finally consider j zero-valent in the core. Then C j is a quotient of S ≥3(A), which can be seen to be acyclic
since H(S ≥3(A′), d)  S ≥3(F1,1K) = 0.
To summarize, only graphs contribute for which all core vertices are at least two-valent, and each such core
contributes one or no class, depending on whether the core has odd symmetries. One checks that the contributing
(isomorphism classes of) graphs are identified with the image of GCorn under the map (3), plus the extra class
identified in step (A). Hence the cohomology of the associated graded may be identified with the GCorn under
(3), plus the one class. It follows by a standard spectral sequence argument that the inclusion (3) is a quasi-
isomorphism, up to this class.

Remark 6. The map from GCor3 to the bi-Chevalley complex of any Lie bialgebra factors through ĜC
or
3 . In fact,
both complexes GCor3 and ĜC
or
3 can be thought of as universal versions of the bi-Chevalley complex.
3.4. Kontsevich’s operads Graphsn. M. Kontsevich [6] defined operads Graphsn such that Graphsn(N) is spanned
by isomorphism classes of undirected graphs with vertices of two sorts: There are N numbered external vertices
and and arbitrary (finite) number of unlabelled internal vertices of valence at least 3. One furthermore requires
that each connected component contains at least one external vertex. The operadic compositions are defined as
insertions at external vertices, the differential is vertex splitting, pictorially
δ j
· · ·
=
∑
j
· · ·
δ
· · ·
=
∑
· · ·
.
An example of a graph occurring in Graphsn with some indication of the sign rules used can be found in Figure
2. For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to [6] and [17].
There are two important facts we will need about the operads Graphsn.
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Figure 2. Two examples of graphs in Graphsn. The right hand graph is zero for n even because
it has an odd symmetry, i. e., a symmetry that acts by an odd permutation on the set of edges.
1 2 3 1 2 1
Figure 3. The left graph is an example of a graph in Graphsor. The middle graph is not
admissible because it contains an oriented cycle. The right hand graph is not admissible because
it contains an internal vertex without outgoing edges.
• There is an inclusion en → Graphsn which is a quasi-isomorphism, see [9, 6].
• There is an action of the dg Lie algebra GCn on Graphsn by operadic derivations, see [17].
In fact, for our application is is more convenient to enlarge the operad by merely dropping the condition that
internal vertices have to be at least trivalent. We call the resulting operad fcGraphsn and cite without proof the
following facts [17]:
• There natural inclusion Graphsn → fcGraphsn is a quasi-isomorphism.
• The action of GCn on Graphsn extends to an action of fcGCn on fcGraphsn by operadic derivations.
3.5. The oriented version fcGraphsorn . Again we may modify M. Kontsevich’s construction slightly by allowing
directed edges and internal vertices of all valences to obtain an operad dfcGraphsn. One has a quasi-isomorphism
Graphsn → dfcGraphsn, so not much has changed, in particular H(dfcGraphsn) = en. However, we may pass to
a sub-operad
P ⊂ dfcGraphsn
whose elements are series of graphs such that
• There are no directed cycles.
• There are no edges starting at the external vertices.
We may then pass to a quotient fcGraphsorn of P, defined by setting all graphs to zero that contain internal
vertices without outgoing edges, or external vertices with outgoing edges. Finally we may define the suboperad
Graphsorn ⊂ fcGraphsorn by requiring all internal vertices to be of valence ≥ 2.
Examples and non-examples are shown in Figure 3.
There is an injective operad map
e˜n−1 → Graphsorn
sending the commutative product operation m2 ∈ e˜n−1(2) to the graph
(5)
and the hoLien operations µN ∈ e˜n−1(N) (N ≥ 2) to the graphs
(6) 1 N2 · · · N-1︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
N×
Theorem 2. The map e˜n−1 → Graphsorn above is a quasi-isomorphism.
In other words Graphsorn is quasi-isomorphic to hoen−1.
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Figure 4. An admissible graph, with bad index 3. The bad string is drawn in red.
Proof. Note that there is a natural surjective map of S-modules of complexes
Graphsorn → e˜n−1
sending all graphs that contain a vertex with more then one incoming edge to 0. Note that this is not a map of
operads. Nevertheless it is a one-sided inverse to the natural map e˜n−1 → Graphsorn . It follows that the identity
map en−1 → en−1 may be written as
en−1 = H(e˜n−1) → H(Graphsorn ) → H(e˜n−1) = en−1
In particular, the map H(e˜n−1) → H(Graphsorn ) is injective.
Moreover Graphsorn splits as complexes
Graphsorn  e˜n−1 ⊕ Graphsorn ′
where Graphsorn ′ is spanned by graphs with at least one vertex with more than one incoming edge. Let us call such
vertices bad vertices, and a graph containing a bad vertex a bad graph. To prove the Theorem, we need to show
that Graphsorn ′ is acyclic.
Note that for each bad graph there is an external vertex with the lowest number (say j), which has a bad vertex
as ancestor. Let us call j the bad index. There is also a unique string of edges connecting the vertex j to the bad
vertex. Let us call this string the bad string. See Figure 4 for an illustration of these concepts. Note that at this
point we use that each internal vertex has at least one outgoing edge.
The differential may (i) increase the bad index or (ii) increase the length of the bad string. One can set up a
spectral sequence on the length of the bad string, such that the first page differential increases this length by one
(and leaves the bad index the same). The resulting complex is acyclic. (It looks like the bar resolution of a free
cocommutative coalgebra, see Figure 4.) It follows that Graphsorn ′ is acyclic as claimed.

Remark 7. The operad fcGraphsor3 is defined so that it acts naturally on S g[−1], for g an ∞-Lie bialgebra. In fact,
it can be considered as one version of the operad of natural operations on S g[−1].3 The action of e˜2 on S g[−1]
naturally factorizes through fcGraphsor3 .
Finally an important fact is that there is an action of fcGCorn on fcGraphsorn by operadic derivations. It is
constructed as follows. First note that by generalities on operadic twisting (cf. [17] and [4]) one has an action of
dfcGCn on dfcGraphsn. This action cannot create directed cycles in graphs if there were none before in the acting
graph or the acted upon graph. Hence the action restricts to an action of fcGCorn on P. Next, if a graph occurring
in an element of P has an internal vertex without outgoing edges, then so do the graphs produced after acting
with an element of fcGCorn . The same holds for external vertices with outgoing edges. Hence the action descends
to the quotient so that we obtain the desired action of fcGCorn on fcGraphsorn by operadic derivations. The action
cannot create uni-valent vertices in graphs if there were none before, so it restricts naturally to an action of GCorn
on Graphsorn .
Remark 8. Explicitly, the formula for the action has the following form. Suppose we have a graph γ ∈ fcGCorn ,
and a graph Γ ∈ fcGraphsorn (N). Let us form the graph γ1 ∈ fcGraphsorn (1) by declaring one vertex external. Note
that if γ has more then one vertex without outgoing edges then γ1 = 0, and if it has exactly one such vertex, then
γ1 is obtained by declaring that vertex external. Then, disregarding the precise signs and prefactors the action is
γ · Γ =
∑
v
±Γ •v γ + γ1 ◦1 Γ +
∑
j
±Γ ◦ j γ1.
3There is an even more natural version which has incoming legs in addition. However, we stick to the simpler one above.
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Here ◦ j denotes the operadic composition as usual and the first sum is over internal vertices of Γ, with •vγ denoting
the operation of inserting γ in place of v.
4. The cohomology of the loopless graph complex, and the proof of Theorem 1
4.1. Recollections from [17]. The proof of Theorem 1 will make essential use of the results and techniques of
[17]. Recall from section 3 above that there is an action of the graph complex fcGCn by operadic derivations on
the operad fcGraphsn, which is in turn quasi-isomorphic to en. From this it follows that there is a map of Lie
algebras
(7) H(fcGCn) → H(Der(hoen))
where Der(hoen) is the complex of derivations of the operad hoen, see [17, section 2] for its definition. Concretely,
the map can be realized as follows. There are maps of complexes
Der(hoen) → Def(hoen → fcGraphsn)[1] ← fcGCn
where Def(hoen → fcGraphsn) is the operadic deformation complex of the composition hoen → en → fcGraphsn,
see again [17, section 2] for the definition. In fact, it turns out that one may identify a subcomplex of “connected”
elements (see [17, section 4])
Def(hoen → fcGraphsn)conn ⊂ Def(hoen → fcGraphsn)
into which the image of fcGCn falls, and the cohomology of the full complex is a symmetric product of that of the
connected part. One main result of [17] is that the induced map from the graph cohomology to the cohomology of
the connected part is an isomorphism, up to one class, i. e.,
K ⊕ H(fcGCn)  H(Def(hoen → fcGraphsn)conn[1]).
The extra class has a nice interpretation: One may enlarge the Lie algebra structure on the graph complex to a
semidirect product K ⋉ fcGCn, where the extra generator acts on a graph by multiplication with the first Betti
number.
4.2. The proof of Theorem 1. One can mimick the construction outlined in the last section, replacing the
graph complex fcGCn by the oriented graph complex GCorn+1, and replacing the operad fcGraphsn by the op-
erad Graphsorn+1, which is also a model for the en operad by Theorem 2. Since there is an action of GCorn+1 on
Graphsorn+1 by operadic derivations we obtain a map of complexes
GCorn+1 → Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)[1].
As in [17, section 4], we may identify a “connected” subcomplex of the complex on the right hand side, into which
the image of the graph complex falls.
GCorn+1 → Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn[1].
Furthermore, there is one special class in the complex on the right hand side. The underlying derivation of en
rescales the Lie bracket. Concretely, the map sends the hoLien operations µN ∈ hoen(N) (N ≥ 2) to multiples of
the graphs (6) above, and all other generators to zero. We denote this class T for concreteness. The main step in
the proof of Theorem 1 is to show the following Proposition.
Proposition 4. The map
KT ⊕ GCorn+1 → Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn[1].
is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
Let us use this result to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We have the following zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of complexes
K ⊕ GCorn+1 → Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn[1] ← Def(hoen → e˜n)conn[1]
→ Def(hoen → en)conn[1] → Def(hoen → fcGraphsn)conn[1] ← K ⊕ fcGCn.
Here the leftmost arrow is a quasi-isomorphism because of Proposition 4, the next two arrows because of Theorem
2 and Proposition 2, combined with Lemma 1. The fact that the last two arrows are quasi-isomorphisms is shown
in [17]. It follows in particular that
K ⊕ H(GCorn+1)  K ⊕ H(fcGCn)
as graded vector spaces. All complexes in the above zig-zag can be endowed with an extra grading by the first
Betti number of graphs, preserved by the maps and differentials. Hence the identification above preserves that
grading. The two copies of K are the only pieces with Betti number 0, while the remainder has Betti numbers ≥ 1.
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Hence the two “extra classes” are mapped onto each other, and so are H(GCorn+1) and H(fcGCn) so that one has an
isomorphism of graded vector spaces
H(GCorn+1)  H(fcGCn).
We still have to check that this map preserves the Lie brackets. First, since GCorn+1 acts on a model for en by
operadic derivations, the inclusion
K ⋉ H(GCorn+1) → H(Der(hoen))
preserves the Lie bracket. Alternatively, one can give a slightly more detailed proof along the lines of the proof of
Proposition 5.4 of [17]. Hence we have maps of Lie algebras
K ⋉ H(GCorn+1) → H(Der(hoen)) ← K ⋉ H(fcGCn).
Both maps have the same image and are isomorphisms of Lie algebras onto their images, so both Lie algebras
must be isomorphic. 
It remains to show the Proposition.
Proof of Proposition 4. The proof follows closely that of Theorem 1.3 in [17]. Recall that the map
hoen → Graphsorn+1
sends the product generator to the graph with two vertices and no edges (5), and the hoLien generator µN to the
graph (6). Accordingly, the differential on Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1) may be split into three parts
d = δ + d∧ + dC
where δ comes from the differential on Graphsorn+1, d∧ comes from the piece of the map involving the product
generator and dC from the piece involving the hoLien generators. We will use the same symbols to denote the
respective pieces of the differential on the subcomplex Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn. There are several filtrations
on that complex, coming from the number of internal or external vertices and the number of edges of graphs
in Graphsorn+1. Consider the decreasing complete filtration by the number of edges, then the differential on the
associated graded is given by d∧, which does not create edges, while δ and dC do not contribute since they create
≥ 1 edges in graphs. As in loc. cit. the cohomology wrt. d∧ may be computed and can be identified with the
subcomplex of Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn consisting of maps that send all generators to zero except the hoLien
generators µN (N ≥ 1), and for which the image of each µN is a graph whose external vertices have valence one.
As those elements form a subcomplex, say
C ⊂ Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn
we know that the inclusion is a quasi-isomorphism by a standard spectral sequence argument. That subcomplex
furthermore is isomorphic to the complex ĜC
or
n+1 from section 3.3. Proposition 3 then shows that its cohomology
is that of the graph complex GCorn+1, up to the one class T described above. To show the first statement of the
Proposition we yet have to verify that the inclusion H(fcGCorn+1) → H(Def(hoen → fcGraphsorn+1)conn) just dis-
cussed agrees with the map H(GCorn+1) → H(Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn) defined through the action of GCorn+1
on Graphsorn+1. This is not totally obvious since the maps do not agree on chains. However, a small graphical cal-
culation shows that for a graph cocycle Γ the difference between the two maps on chains is the coboundary of an
element XΓ ∈ Def(hoen → Graphsorn+1)conn. Concretely, XΓ sends the counit of e∨n to the graph Γ1 ∈ fcGraphsorn+1
(see Remark 8 for this notation). 
Remark 9. The simplest classes in the graph complex fcGCn are the wheel graphs, composed of j two-valent
vertices, where j = 1, 5, 9, . . . if n is even and j = 3, 7, 11, . . . when n is odd. For example the 3-wheel occurring
in the odd case is the following graph.
In GCorn+1 one has even length wheel graphs, with alternating edge directions. Length 2, 6, 10, . . . occur for n even,
while lengths 4, 8, 12, . . . occur for n odd by symmetry reasons. For example, the following graph appears in GCor3
.
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In general the wheel of length k in fcGCn corresponds to the wheel of length k + 1 in GCorn+1. To see this, first
note that the identification of H(fcGCn) with H(GCorn+1) preserves the degree and genus. Hence the only candidate
graphs to correspond to the k-wheel are k + 1-wheels, with some orientation on the edges. One may check that
any class may be represented by graphs with no vertices with one incoming and one outgoing vertex. This leaves
only one possible graph, the k + 1-wheel with alternatingly oriented edges.
5. Application: Cycle-free formality morphisms and star products
One application of the oriented graph complex GCor2 is in understanding the obstruction theory underlying
infinite dimensional deformation quantization, as discussed in the introduction. In this section, we will clarify a
few points not treated there and finally show Corollary 1.
First, one notes that one can show along the lines of [3] that the obstruction theory for cycle-free universal
formality morphisms is governed by fGCor2 . We take this fact for granted. Using Theorem 1 one can see that in the
relevant degrees 0 and 1 the cohomology agrees with that of the subcomplex GCor2 , so we will take this complex
as governing our deformation theory in the following.
As mentioned in the introduction, H1(GCor2 ) = H1(fGCor2 ) is one-dimensional by Theorem 1. Hence there is
only one obstruction to the existence of cycle-free formality morphism, which however gets hit unfortunately.
Another fact one learns from H1(GCor2 )  K is that the tangent space to the space of Maurer-Cartan elements
modulo gauge at 0 is one-dimensional. This can be used to understand the space of Maurer-Cartan elements as a
whole.
Note that GCor2 is graded by the first Betti numbers of graphs (-as are all relevant graph complexes the author
is aware of-). There are hence endomorphisms
Φλ : GCor2 → GC
or
2
rescaling a graph Γ of genus b1 by λb1 , for λ ∈ K. In particular, for any (gauge non-trivial) Maurer-Cartan element
m we can define a family of Maurer-Cartan elements mλ = Φλ(m), in particular m0 = 0. It follows in particular
that the space of Maurer-Cartan elements is connected. Since we know that the tangent space at the identity is
one-dimensional one may deduce that the space of Maurer-Cartan elements modulo gauge is a line.
Let us check that a non-trivial Maurer-Cartan element (say m) may be constructed inductively as
m = m4 + m5 + · · ·
where mk is a linear combination of graphs with k vertices. Here m4 is understood to be a multiple the Shoikhet
cocycle depicted in Example 1. Possible obstructions to determining mk knowing m4, . . . ,mk−1 fall into H2(GCor2 ),
which may be identified with H2(fcGC1)  K by Theorem 1. The one possible obstruction class in H2(fcGC1)
is the 3-wheel depicted in Remark 9. The corresponding class in H2(GCor2 ) has 4 vertices. Note that the first
(possible) obstruction that actually occurs is given by the bracket [m4,m4] and is a linear combination of graphs
with 7 vertices. Hence no obstruction is hit, and a Maurer-Cartan element may be constructed step-by-step and
rationally, thus showing one claim in Corollary 1.
Next, let us fix one such Maurer-Cartan element m. It determines a non-standard L∞ structure on Tpoly. Let us
construct an L∞ quasi-isomorphisms
T ′poly → Dpoly
given by universal cycle-free formulas using obstruction theory, where T ′poly is Tpoly with the non-standard L∞
structure. The obstructions again land in H1(fGCor2 ), which is one-dimensional. However, we may choose the
Maurer-Cartan element (the prefactor in m4 to be precise) so that the obstruction is not hit. Since there are no
further cohomology classes in H1(fGCor2 ), the existence of the formality morphism is unobstructed after this.
Possible choices to be made during the construction are parameterized by H0(fcGCor2 ) = H0(GC1) = 0. Hence
the formality morphism is unique up to gauge, and can be constructed by obstruction theory, hence rationally. This
shows Corollary 1.
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